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Senate Oversteps
.
Legal Boundaries
~

.

By ORLANDO R. MEDINA

La Posada Dining Hall: More .Residents This Year

·More·
Students Move
.
To College Dormitories
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR

'

'

students into some
two-student rooms." .·
The Chronicle article said
Pennsylvania State University
returned 800 dormitory
dt~posits. That school
attributed increased demand
to more freshmen, more
students moving to
dormitories from off-campus
apartments, and more
dormitory residents wanting
to stay where they are.

Empty dormitories at
universtities across the nation
are filling up again as
students flee rising prices,
and UNM is no exception.
'lbere .were 1600 requests
for dormitory rooms at UNM
this fall, an increase of 277
over last spring.
Karen Glaser, de~ of
students at UNM, said the
housing staff thought
economic factors were the
biggest reason for the influx
of dormitory applicants.
"Housing staff seems to
think that rising rents, food
proces and the energy crisis
has has a big effect as far as
tlie larger number. of persons
wanting to live in the dorms
.
is concerned," Glaser said.
During the 1974 spring
semester, UNM officials
closed three ·floors of
Hokona dormitory and the
cafeteria that operated in the
,
same building because of an
abnormal decrease in the
·.
number of _students applying
i¥,
.,, · . ,..,
for dormitory rooms.
·Increases have been more
(Pho,obY u;;,~ P~c~~
dramatic at other"'
Karen Glaser
·
univers-ities· according to
R. L. Page, residence-hall
The Chronicle of Higher
Education, August 19, 1974. director at Purdue, said in
· Purdue University sold all the Chronicle article that
space in it's residence halls rising prices of food and
by last April, the Chronicle gasoline were . factors
said, and·some students were encouraging students to live
forced to postpone their on campus and . buy their
registration.. UJ:Jtil second meals on a -yearly contract.
James Ross, director of
semes-ter because they
residence
life at the State
couldn·''t get into the
College
at
Buffalo,
said in the
oormitories. . . ,
''Michigan State same article that he credited
Unitersity, even though it has much of the increased
dormitory space for some demand to new approaches
17,.000. students," . the in dormitory management
Ch-ronicle said, "has been which offered a variety of
forced this fall to put three living styl~, f!Jod plans and

extracurricular programs.
Changes are also being
made at UNM to . approve
dormitory life. Hokona Hall
is being carpeted and special
t.N~llts are being planned for
the dormitory students.
Jack ·Lock~tt, director of
food services for the
residence ·halls, · · said d-orm
students would continue to
have special occasion meals
served to them despite the
fact that a larger number of
students are living in the-·
residence halls ..
''We bad a cook-out
Wednesday night . with. 14
ounce T-hone ·steaks to
welcome the students back,"
Lockett said. "In October,
we plan to fill a metal canoe
with ice cream and all the
trimmings and call it the
largest banana split in the
world."
Dean Glaser said she was
plan~ing other improvements
in dormitory relations.
"Decisions about resident .
hall affairs are made by the
Housing Comll)ittee, which I
chair," Glaser said. "Dr.
Lavender and seven or eight
students are also on the
committee."
"We are going to publish
the minutes of the
committee meetings to let
students know what is being
done," Glaser said. "Copies
will be sent to all dorm
ad visors and one will be
posted in each dormitory."
"Even with students on
the committee communications can still break down
between us and the dorm
residents;'' she continued.
"This should improve
communication to all
students."

The ASUNM Senate ran into a problem in their first me~ting
last night when t~ey overstepped their constitutional boundaries
by over-allocating.
In what several senators called a mistake, the body allocated
more money to two organizations than the ASUNM Constitution
allows.
The senate allocated $4300 to the Public Relations
Committee and $5250 to the Office of Research and Consumer
Affairs.
The ASUNM Constitution requires that the senate cannot
allocate more than 1.5 per cent of their budget to an
organization without putting it on a ballot before students.
In this ca$e the senate had a limit of spending _$4200 per
organization.
Senator Kit Goodfriend explained the oversight was "a simple
·
honest mistake that will.be corrected."
She said that none o! the organizations funded would .. be
affected by the error •
The bills are not illegal until they are signed by President Gil
Gonzales, and the senate will move to rectify the error at the
next meeting.
Another problem faced the senate when they realized they
will be short of budget funds this year. The previous allocations
left about $20,000 in the budget.
Senator Larry Hanna said the. fund shortage will mean a
listing of priorities . to decide what will be done with the
remaining budget. ·
''Last year we had the money to fund programs,'' Hanna said.
''We didn't look into next year and we overspent ourselves. The
senate needs to sit down and make a list of priorities."
Senator Louis Tempkin said that the loss of funding might
·provide a change in who does the funding.
"We are now at a point where some organizations that the
senate had funded could now be funded .by the administration.
The sen'ate was trying to make that point last year when the
Chaparrals weren't funded," Tempkin said.
Several of the senators felt that the loss of funding might
provide the senate with a chance to serve the students by
improving services.
Goodfriend said the example of improved lighting on campus
was senate work without funding. She felt this type of service
could be extended to having bicycle paths put in.
The senators seemed to feel that the senate has had to worry
about funding too long and now with the shortage of funds, a
different but better type of service might be provided.
In other business the senate turned down a bill that would
help pay debts for the Public Interest Research Group and they
allocated funds for the Duplicating Center.

Dr. Robert Kugel,
UNM Vice President for
Health Sciences talks
about a special task force
to consider recommending state purchase of
BCMC as a teaching
facility for the UNM
School of Medicine.
Kugel responds to recent
criticism of the plan by
C'ou n ty Commission
members. See story on
page 6.

I
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PIRG· Requests for
$680 Turned
.

By .JOE MONAHAN
ASUNM voted 7·2 Wednesday
nigM to deny a request by the
New· Mexico Public Interest
· Research Group· to pay half of
$1360 in debts they incurred
during their petition drive last
spring.
The group's total budget was
$2 0 0 0 which came from the
Graduate Student Association,
Students for Environmental
Action, ASUNM Consumer
Affairs and Southwest Research
and Information Center.
The money was overspent in
promotina a student petition
requestina the Reaents to approve
a plan under which each 11tudent
would be charged a
two-dollar·a·emeater refundable
tax to fund cons11mer and
environmental reearch by PIRG.
NMPIRG obtained signatures
from 51 per cent of the students
at UNM. The Regents will decide
whether to approve the plan at
their meeting on September 14.
Chria Perry, now the treasurer
of NMPIRG, said the money was
overspent becaU!Ie of a "lack of
coordination" last spring.
"We went through three
treasurers at the time of

petitioning," he said. "We just
weren't coordinated."
He said some of the deficit was
caused by a "business office
foul•up."
.
.
He said the business office
records were a "month behind,"
so that when NMPIRG officials
looked at the records they were
not aware of the deficit,
Perry said the rejection of their
bill by the senate was "standard
procedure."
"We will just have to go to
outside sources for the money we
need." He said they would
condu.Jt a "mail-out campaign" to
students and people in the
community.
Also giveu as a reason for
NMPIRG'a money problems was
the "ignoring of PIRG by the
LOBO."
"If we had LOBO coverage
advertising wouldn't have been
necessary," Perry said.
The LOBO came under
criticism by NMPIRG last
semester for providinl inadequate
coveraae. As a result NMPIRG ran
everal full-page ads in the LOBO
includina daily ads for everal
weeks.
"This (overspending) will not

look good to the Regents," Mike addition to the tuition. It would
Benavidez, head of ASUNM · be refundable by request,
Senator Louis Tempkin said he
Consumer Affairs, said.
Ron Zauner, a student who has was "apprehensive about the
actively opposed NMPIRG since it PIRG debts." Tempkin was one of
"It the sponsors of a resolution in
May that ·supported the "ideals
but not the financing" of PIRG.
Kit Goodfriend, co-sponsor .of
the Tempkin resolution, voted in
favor of NMPIRGs request last
night.
"They got ·overzealous," she
· said. "They didn't realize what
was going on because of a high
turnover rate in personnel."
She said that a bill passed last
night, which allocated over $5000
for an ASUNM public relations
office was not as important as
PIRG.
"PIRG is a great idea," she said.
UNM's PIRG drive is patterned
after PIRGs organized across the
country. Since its inception last
Zauner: 'Foolishness'
would be foolishness to take spring NMPIRG has met with
senate opposition. In May
money out of students' tuition,
"If we're going to give money ASUNM voted to endorse the idea
to PIRG we should give it to of NMP!llG but not the funding.
NMPIRG has maintainet{ that
Easter Seals, Multiple Sclerosis
and· any charity that comes. the funding plan is necessary to
guarantee a solid base of funding
811king,"
Actually the two-dollar-a· to hire lawyers and scientists to
semester charge would be an conduct investigations into
consumer and environmental
affairs.

TM, including a means to dissolve

deep·rooted psychological stress
and thereby enrich all aspects of
I ife, no matter what the
individual's field of interest may
be."

TM is a simple, natural
technique for self-development
and involves no . con1{ersion or
compromise in one's religion,
philoaophy or I ifestyle.
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Sale Ends Augus_t 31

Instant square· roots with
Sears Electronic Slide Rule

119.88·

Sears Electronic Slide Rule 11
Pocket size 8-digit calculator with full memory: Calcumost slidt: rule functions quietly and accurately.
Autornatit: constant, percent kt:y, floating and fixed
decimal.
lah~s

87.88

Model#5878

Calculator
5878

49.88

HEWLETT-PACKARD

Savr: $5!
Modd #5886
Ft:atures a 4-key mt:mory, constant featurt:, automatic
floating dt:cimal and a clt:ar entry kt:y. Gives negative
answers basic functions, chain and mixed calculations.

H P-3 5

.

'

A scientific-language pocket c,_lculator that combines slide
rule portability with the precise accuracy and problem•
salving power=- of a small camputer.
- - »-...... - ......
···--~

Yet you can compute complex transcendental functions with exceptional
acc~uriiCY In less than half a second. As easy to use as an adding machine.

Sav1: $5!

10-digit Calculator
with Memory

SIOOO HP-35 MathPac-a mathematicians "cookbook'" of Key sequence routmes for solving problems
with the HP·35 calculator. ~RH w~h purchase of
HP-35 and this coupon. Through Sept 30 only.

OfHER HEWLHT PACKARO
POCKET CALCULATORS IN STOCK

HP-45, for sc•en11f1r. appl•rahons, S:l25. HP-65. a
programable pocket ralo'ulator. !795. HF'~ 10. lor
business applir.ations. S2/5, HP 80. for lnuno~al
apphCa!IOIIS. $396.

I

·

HOLMAN•&J INC•

These arc just a fe~ examples of tJrc many carpet values!
$79.92 l2x6, brown tweed shag . . .
$1 l 2.38 I 6x7, olive, brown, orange~ . • •
$152.82 15x8, gold, multi-level loops
$79.31 l2x7, orange, gold, grecu plaid
$84.00 12x6, moss, shag . • . . . • .
$89.25 l2x7!/z, green plush • • • . • .
$49.89 12x6, gold tweed, mulli·level •
$59.90 l 5x6; royal, navy multi-level .
• •
$79.14 12x6, gold shag . • • • . . • •
• • • •
$99.08 15x7, nutmeg tones, low loops
$95.00 12x7. gold rJJush • • . • • • •

-,
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h~ineering ~nd Drafting Supplies. Dl~fllng 1\ledJa.- OraJi,,•r •"!nm"IIN Slule Ruin>

265-7981

..

.29.99
• • .34.99
.39.99
.26.99
.32.99
.31.99
.18.99
.22.99
.31.99
.37.99
.34.99

Phone 296-1511 for FREE In-Home Estimates

•

Graph Papers Oraltmg FwmturP. r•lw.

• •

You tl<'4'11 a t"lrpl'l fur your dorm room· your aparlnH"nl or that hollol' you'rt• sharing ... roll-~:ntl
1:ar1H'ting i~ tiH' l.ll'sl way Lo go. You p;~:l durahl•·, allral'live earp<:ls at a priet· you 'II at,pn:ciatt:. 1\ good
vari••l}' of fabrk~ and man} lwautiful wlors. Si~1·s rani!" from I 2x(, to 15xll.

1

Your Complete HeMquarlets for

Ask About Sears Convenient Credit PJa11s

SAVE 60%

--·-~-~----

HOLMAN'S SPECIAL OFFER

Modd #51125

Roll-End Carpet Sale .

A series of specific functions or formulas are
pre-programmed into the HP-35 to provide its unique
capability for performing trigonometric and exponential
functions with single keystrokes. This feature
makes it unnecessary to refer to 1ables for the values
of these funcllons:
Arllhmellc: Add, subtract, multiply, divide and
square root.
Trigonometric: Sin x, Cos x, Tan x, Arc· sin x, Arc Cos x,
Arc Tan x.
Logerllhmlc: Log to x, Log. x, and e•.
Other funcllonl: x•, 1/x, 1t and data' storage and
positioning keys.

ART SUPPLY

74.88

mmnory calculator ••• calculali:s. most slidt! rult:
functions; automatit: constant, p•~rt:t:nt kt!y, floating and
fixml dm:imal.

The HP-35 is a' 35-key, pocket-sized scientific and
engineering calculator. It performs logarithmic,
trigonometric, and mathematical functions wilh single
keystrokes and eliminates the need to refer to log or
trig tables. It displays up to 10 significant decimal digits
and automatically positions the decimal point throughout
its 200-decade calculating range (10·99 to 1099).
It combines the portability and convenience of the slide
rule with the problem-solving power of a desk-top
scientific calculator. However. it provides answers in a
fraction of. the time required for slide rule calculation.

Lfi"GELLS

With mist: and
adaptt·rrt•ehargt:r

J~ull

Single Keystroke Functions

2510 CENTRAL AVE. 266·3211
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th ST. N. W.
344·5002

Was $99.95 in
June, 1974

AC/DC 8-digit

Makers of-Hand Made Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

WHERE YOU CAN GET EVERYTHING!

METAL SECTION/PLASTIC FRAMES

Model #5877

'Wf'agon

DISCOUr.tT
PRICES!

FINE CUSTOM FRAMING

Was $169.95 in
June, 1974

'

Description

COMMERCIAL/ FINE ART ·SUPPLY
RUB·ON TRANSFER LETTERING
AIR BRUSHES/ SILK SCREEN/
SIGN SUPPLIES/POSTER BOARD
STENCILING MATEltiALSICLAY/
WOOD CARVING TOOLS/CRAFT/
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES
DRAFTING SUPPLifS AND PAPERS

• • •

Save $12 or $50

This 8-digit calculator dot!S all this: Trigonometric functions. Square roots. Quadratic equations. Pi, +f. change
sign. Raises any number to any power. fl:xchangcs X and
Y values. Radians and degrees. Performs logarithms and
hyperbolic functions.

:~

Students

sophisticated slide rule
calculators . . ." poc~et sized

:>.

~

E~gineering

Covered

Dance Classes
Theater Arfa 368: Ethnic
dance will be Mexican at the
intermediate level,
Tuea./'l'hun. from 12:30·1 :45.
Ballet .Folklorico starts
classes next Tuea,fl'hun. from
6·7:30 p.m. Beginning,
intermediate and advanced
levels. Free of charge in Carlisle
Gym.

~ r-------~~---------,~

""...

2:
Under the NMPIRG plan "'
students could receive cjedit for
conducting research projects.'
li'
Results of NMPIRG research !!.
would be used to effe'cf social 8
change through legal ·action and l;;j
lobbying.
~
A PIRG in Michigan was'<
instrumental in passing legislation S'
tightening controls on the g'
transport of radioactive ·m&terials. ").
NMPIRG has suggested such c
projects as investigating the Four '2
Corners power plant!s·~
environment&! imp&ct, &nd f!S
looking into Atomic Energy •
Commission plans to dump :ii
radioactive wastes in Southern ;;!
New Mexico.

:.

Meclitation Group Relocates
The Student's International
Meditation Society, parent
organization for the teaching of
Transcendental Meditation as
taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi,
is relocating its Albuquerque
center from 404 Luna N.W. to
306 Stanford Dr. S.E., just two
blocb off the campus,
The move ia being made to
make the Transcendental
Meditation (TM) Center more
readily accessible to the students
and faculty of UNM.
"We are reachina out to the
univeuity community," •id
Christy Chapin, New Mexico
coordinator for SIMS, "beeaue
we have an impressive amount of
benefits to offer both in physical
and mental well·being through

Down~-
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WO COHONi\I>O cgNTEil

hJll• a/ Rrnk-s ,, ,,., ·~1.~ t"i

sHoP AT sEARs AND sAvE

40 1 Wyominu NE

Sati1{aclion Guaranter!d or Your Monty Ba~k

1

Sears 1

.

·

SEAIIS, IOJ:IUCK AND CO.

Luuisiana ;1l ~knaul
29(1-1511

STOltE IIOURS

Mcmrlay thru Friday 9::10 A.M. to 9:00P.M.
Saturday 9:30A.M. to 7:00P.M.
Sunduy Noon lo 5:00P.M.
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Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspect1ve

Daily Lobo

•

.

~Ford
~

WASHINGTON (UPI)Ford asked
< Congress Thursday to
j appropriate $850,000 to pay
_sformerPresidentRichardM.
:-. Nixon's pension and his
7.i office, postage and travel
~ expenses over the next 11
-~ months.
~
Spokesmen for the White
House and the General
~ Services Administration said
,n the total was arrived at after
g:,discussions between
&! government officials and
Nixon's office. ·
The White House said
Ford approved the GSA
estimate and sent it to
Congress without going over
it in detail.
Officials said the
appropriation would cover
Nixon's expenses for the
current fiscal year, which
ends next June 30, and that
future requests would be
smaller.
The $ 8 5 0, 0 00 total
iil

~President

Here's Hoping
KNMEGetsA·
New Manager
There are only t~o Words to describe Dr. Claude
Hempen, station manager at KNME: EMPIRE
BUILDER. For 12 years the man has obstinately
avoided any accommodating contact with the
university, let alone the.community.
What a sickening paradox it is when a television
·station with the most advanced equipment in the
state attracts the most imaginative producers and
directors, but loses them because of one man's
misguided approach.
The University Ad Hoc Committee on KNM E
concluded in their report, after making a few
suggestions for organizational change, that the
"problems will continue unless there is a major
change in attitude and direction" by Hempen. The
report also said that "Dr. Hempen has failed to
display the personality traits and sensitivity in
interpersonal relationships required of a manager in
a people oriented medium ... " And then, in an
addendum to their report, it was noted that a
KNME employee told the committee that Hempen
was having the workers make parts for hearing aids
for his company. If this is true, and we're assuming
it is from the reports we've received, then we can
expect President Heady to have fired the man by
the middle of next week; for the suspension time
Heady imposed will be up then, and the
investigation completed.
As soon as Hempen's gone, the community, the
students, the faculty and the administrators can
begin the groundwork to provide a more
innovative, interesting medium for Albuquerque.

,.

.Lette rs

'C'MON, HEALTH, HEALTH, HEALTH! LET'S GIT THE OL' CIRCULATION MOVING AGAIN.

r·w.FtS:'Z&5\Jri:C0:ZiiiXfii!ii@W.i\%5til'r.JiZi.?:iEJ:Z;:•z:C(O!

M Djuric's
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-lditorial Board

Unsigned editorials represent a maJority opinion of the Daily Lobo Stalf.

.AU other columns, cartoons and letter~
represent the opinion of the_ auUtor
and do not necessarily rcOect the views

of the stall.

as

fee
recently as fall 1973. I .feel
the University of New Mexico has
done very poorly by its graduates
of this spring.
As a matter of principle, I and
other graduates considered the
additional diploma fee following
the tuition pavments already made
an insult. My deep disappointment
upon receiving the unsatisfactory
article merely added insult to
injury.
I sincerely hope that in the
future the University will upgrade
the quality of this final award so
that other graduates will not tend
to hide their diplomas in closets as I ·
do.
.Copies of this letter have been
~e nt to the editors of thf!
Albuquerque Journal and the Lobo.
Debbie Raeburn
Spring 1974 Graduate
·Editor
Michael Minturn
Managing Editor
Scott Eaton
News Editor
G
. eorge Johnson

..••

~?]fZil.U.z;;r;;;;;:;s;;;;:;··;•;;-;;:n:;~;;:;;;g:;;·;n:;;;:rCSU:ii!iLii}'il

that Prof, Djuric will be sent packing without
the protest of any more than a few of his

Nixon for 11 months and
$95,000 for hiring a staff,
the White House said.
It also includes these other
estimated expenditures:
$40,000 for travel, $65,000
for ·furnishings, $5000 for
office supplies, $21,000 for
postage, telephone and other
communications expenses,
$10,000 for printing, $8000
for such staff benefits as
health insurance, and
$100,000 in miscellaneous
expenditures.
Any of this money not

Student
Activities
Night

p

t'j

~~~i~g~se~~ :~:~~e~n::m~~~e~;:ea~~e~: i:~:~ ~~

worst, at least from the point of view of a
faculty member. Prof. Ojuric might have an
over-sensitive or erratic personality, but the
evidence of the case falls so far short of
indicating incompetence that even a fairly
conservative bourgeois type like myself is
inclined to the suspicion of a conspiracy of
sorts. I do not know enough about the
Electrical Engineering Department to attempt
to pass judgment on them, and I certainly
wou Id not accuse the administration of
Soviet-like policy of dispatching dissidents to
mental institutions (though the analogy must
immediately spring to mind). But the
university administration has constantly
demonstrated a distinct tendency to act in a
manner which will support the interests of the
powers that be., both within the university and
in the state, regardless of the interests of the

really the issue; 'rather it is the manner in
which the case has been dealt with. The
Regents and university administration have
simply ignored due process in the university
structure and by completely disregarding the
decisions of the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee have essentially told the
faculty that they ultimately do not have the
power to judge themselves. That the faculty
should passively accept this strikes me as a
damning indictment of the faculty itself.
As my students would agree, I am as far
from revolution as anyone in the university
and consider my purpose here to be teaching
and scholarship, rather than ceasing to teach
because my government i~ bombing
Cambodia. Here, however, is a matter that is
internal to the universitY and vital to the
freedom and security' of the faculty, and I

faculty. It seems unlikely to me that Prof.
Djuric can win against the overwhelming
financial power of our Board of Regents, but I
applaud his attempt, even if his motives are
rather more personal than mine.
One would have hoped the Djuric case
would have' opened the eyes or stimulated the
courage of the UNM faculty, but this
apparently has not happened, and it appears

think my colleagues ought to consider lifting
their protest above the level of grumbling in
the hallways. If this university is to take yet
another step towards becoming a completely
meaningless institution, we will have ourselves
to blame.
Richard~· Berthold
Asst. Prof. of History
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Robbie Basho in Concert
Games,'in ballroom
(Pool, Bowling, Ping Pong)
Folk Groups, in cafeteria
Booths Displays ·
Movie-Buck Private starring
Abbott & Costello and the Andrew Sisters.
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bY Garry Trudeau

OOONESBURY

Arts & Media
Jon Bowman
Sports Editor
Del Jones
Copy Editor
Dan Williams

includes a one-time
appropriation of$450,000in
"transitional" expenses to
cover Nixon's outlays in the
change of status from
president to private citizen.
These include the cost of ·
answering an estimated
300,000 letters received by
Nixon since he resigned Aug.
9.
The additional $400,000
was requested under the
Fonner Presidents Act of
1958. White House
spokesman John Carlson said
this figure was "roughly the
same" as the amount spent
by Lyndon B. Johnson to
establish an office in Texas
after his retirement.
Neither the White House
nor the GSA could provide
the exact figure spent on
John'son's behalf in
retirement.
::£'he $400,000 figure
includes payment of a
$5 000-a-month pension to

Retirement -Is 'An Injustice' ~

Of the many appalling injustices and inane
practices I have witnessed in my two years at

Our Shabby Diplomas
Editor:
1 would like to register a
complaint concerning the diplomas
issued to spring 1974 graduates at
the UniversitV of New Mexico.
After a two month delay following
the formal graduation cereiTWny, I
was sorelv disappointed to discover
my college diploma was a simple
piece of stiff paper, the Uniwrsity
seal alreadv imprinted rather than
stamped, with no protective
covering or casing. For this to be
the material culmination of five
years of study and tuition
payments not to mention the
ten·dollar diploma fee speaks
significantly of this state
university's financial status. I
realize the diploma supplier was
recently changed, but having seen
the diplomas awarded to former
graduating students for the same
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Asks $850,000 For Nixon
Expenses
.
spent would be returned to
the treasury.
Nixon receives other
government-financed
benefits. For example, aides
Ronald Ziegler, Stephen Bull
and Rose Mary Woods are
still on the White House
payroll, though assigned to
Nixon.
And t h e GsA pays
maintenance expenses at his
office at San Clemente,
located on a Coast Guard
installation next to his estate.
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(Hi-Fi House asks, logically:)

If you can spend $345.00 on· stereo
equipment, why not get something
really terrificl
If you ask around, people
-particularly salesmenwill tell you that the three·
hundred-dollar range in
stereo gear will get you
something okay, so·so,
not·so-bad, or maybe
preny-good-ior·the·
money. But we are here to
tell you that for $345.00
you can put together a
stereo system that
sounds, and is, really
stupendous.

The system hinges on the
brand new Advent/2
speakers, which not only
sound wonderful in and of
themselves, for a lot less
Ihan other speakers, but
need less expensive
equipment than other
speakers to do it. The
Adventl2's are the latest
product.of people who
who have more than twenty~
years' background in
making better and better
speakers for less and less
money. These new speak·
ers manage to sound very
close in every way to the

best you can do at any
price. And they also look
great, wilh white molded
cabinets (that fit in with a
lot of ways of living these
days) instead of the usual
low-cost imitation wood·
grain enclosures.
To get the kind of sound
the Advents have to offer
at such low cost, we've
picked the Sherwood 7050
s1ereo receiVer. It is a really
clean-sounding pieco of
equipment that can stir
the Advents up to lease·

breaking levels (if wanted
or needed) and bring in all
the radio stalions (AM and
FM) you want to hear.
To play record&, we've
chosen the Garrard 42 M auto·
malic turntable-smooth,
dependable, and kind to
your records-with the
Shure M • : magnetic cartridge
and diamond slylus.
We wouldn t be spending
our ad muney and taking
your t•me thrs way if we
were. r •.vinced that we
will 1
' congratulat·
ing Ol .ves for a long
time for latchrng onto
somethmg really
wond,,., . 1
PI~.
me rn to Hi Fi House
and JUd&e lor yourself.
You cat• tell us we sent
you.

(All Free Once Inside)

Coffee House
Food Special-Coney Dog,
Fries, Coke 60c
Ice Cream IOc 20c 30c
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A1I at the SUB
6:30 to l 1:00 Sept. 13
Just 25c to Enter the Door.
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For 25 Years Your
Campus Sound Center

255-1694
3011 Monte Vista N.E.
Off the Triangle near
Girard & Central (near Campus)

Task Force Studies
State BCMC ,Purchase

World·
Ne~vs

By·DAN WILLIAMS
.yesterday as also expressing
A special UNM task force is c o n c e r n a b o u t t h e
current I y c on·sidering the teaching-patient care problem.
possibility of recommending state
"I don't think the university
purchase of Bernalillo County ever did answer our question on
Medical Center as a major. this," Noland said.
teaching facility for the UNM · In response to Noland's
School of Medicine.
statement, Kugel told the LOBO,
UNM Vice President for Health "We are first and foremost a
Sciences, Dr. Robert Kugel said, university and concerned with
"I have appointed a task force to education as the number one
look at all of the implications priority."
from both educational and legal
Kugel also said he did not feel
points of view. But all we have
done so far is to identify the
problems."
Kugel also said that he does not
expect the report to be finished
before the middle of October.
But at yesterday's meeting of
the county commission, the
commission said it would not sell
BCMC to the state.
Major opposition came from
Commission Chairman James
(Corky) Morris and County
Commissioner L·. A. Skeet
McCullough, who both expressed
fear that UNM might give patient
care a secondary role to teaching
at the hospitaL
120 Yale SE
County Manager Paul Noland
was quoted by the Tribune

By United Press International
'

Nixon Wants Money
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Former President Richard M. Nixon
has asked for $244,000 to set up his office in San Clemente,
Calif. and the government has okayed the request subject to a
congressional appropriation, the White House said yesterday.
The $244,000 request was part of a $850,000 fund which
President Ford ·asked Congress to appropriate for "presidential
transition expenses and allowances for former presidents."
The General Services Administration, which serves as the
government's housekeeping agency, negotiated the $244,000
with Nixon and submitted it to Ford, White House press aide
John Carlson said.
He said the figure was "roughly the same" as the amount
provided former President Lyndon B. Johnson to set up an
office in Texas after his term expired.

Nixon Accepts Subpoenas
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIF. (UPI)-Former President
Richard Nixon personally acc«!pted two Watergate·r«!lated
subpoenas at his seashore estate where he has remained in
virtual seclusion since resigning the presidency, if was
announced Thursday.
The subpoenas, requiring his testimony for forthcoming
trials, were served by a U.S. marshal at 6:10 p.m. PDT
Wednesday, according to a Justice Department spokesman in
Washington.
They had been issued more than a week earlier, but service
was delayed while Gaylord Campbell, U.S. Marshall for Los
Angeles, made arrangements with former White House Press
Secretary Ronald Ziegler for what a spokesman called a
"professional and discreet" occasion.
Wayne· Colburn, director of the U.S. Marshal Service in
Washington, has been quoted as saying that he wanted the
serving of the former President to be dignified, and that there
was no urgency in the timing.
The first subpoena, delivered to Campbell Aug. 19, was
issued by attorneys for former presidential aide John D.
Ehrlichman, one of six defendants in the Watergate cover-up
conspiracy trial scheduled to begin Sept. 30 in Washington.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (UPI)-Dorothy Jean Huckelby,
25, who was stricken by mercury poisoning nearly five years
ago, said Thursday she still takes medication to help her
through times when she is upset.
Miss Huckleby and her brother, Amos, 18, testified at a
non-jury hearing before U.S. District Judge Howard Bratton
on a $3.9 million damage suit filed on behalf of the family
against the federal government.
The children were afflicted in late 1969 after the family ate
pork from a home-butchered hog which had been fed grain.
treated with a mercury fungicide.
The suit alleges the federal government permitted the
marketing of the fungicide while aware of its dangers. It also
contends the government failed to adequately notify the
public about the use of the fungicide.
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Views May ·change
Civil rights lawyers may look at
school desegregation in a new
light as a result of a recent
conference, says a UNM professor
who attended the meeting.
'
Dr. F. Chris Garcia of the UNM
political science department said
lawyers, social scientists an.d
educators brought differing
perspectives to the conference
sponsored by Duke University.
"I think many lawyers tend to
assume that school desegregation
is good," Garcia said, and "they
are asking social scientists to help
them make the best case in court.
"But the question for social
scientists is not how best to
desegregate but whether to
desegregate. I think maybe
lawyers will come around to a
different view of desegregation as
a result of the conference."
Twenty years after the U.S.
Supreme Court's historic school
desegregation ruling, the
"overwhelming evidence" is
favorable, Garcia said. Studies
generally show that race relations
and education improve in racially
mixed schools, "but some social

science findings say there is no
effect or there are problems such
as hostility and conflict," he said.
When social scientists try to
measure the impact of
desegregation on education and
race relations, the "results are
mixed, because it's a very
complex situation,"
"In New Mexico, desegregation
has meant taking a
Spanish-surnamed child into a
white middle-class environment,"
Dr. Garcia said. "And perhaps
community control of de f01cto
desegregated schools is the best
thing that could happen to
children."
A recent Suprme Court ruling
upholding de facto school
segregation in Detroit was seen by
some lawyers at the conference as
a "giant step backward," Garcia
said.
Some experiments with
community control of schools in
predominantly minority areas
have produced "a variety of
choices," the professor reported.
"Some parents choose to bus their
children to white·dominated

schools and others want to build
their own educational system
based on their cultural values.
"The problem is that usually
the parents can't make that
choice. If they are products of a
minority-area school they may
choose a white school beC!IU&e
they want their children to have a
better education than they had.
And community control of
schools is a political
situation-parents have to
convince school boards and
legislatures to help improve barrio
schools."
"Desegregation doesn't work if
it produces a racially mixed
school divided into two separate,
often hostile, groups," he said.
"We have to find ways to promote
psychological integration-helping
minorities get along in school
while maintaining their own
culture."

10-1 0 Mon thru Sat

A nLAST from the 1>ast! Two hours
of Moldy Oldies toniclit on the Mighty
Ninety, KUNM, 90,t ·rm. 8·10 p.m.

WAR
LIVE

Bicycle•!·
I
B"icycle•!l
THE BIKE

ALBUM~

SHOP

Now$5.99

Any UNM woman undergraduate
carrying .at least 12 hours who is
witiiJIA to put. In a lot or physical

exertion should meet this afternoon at
3:30 in Carlisle Gym #8 to discuss
everything concerning the field hockey
team this season. You dontt have to be
sup~r at it-yet!
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Featuring the

The handmade bicycle from France

·-----~--~--~-----·---------~--1

(IN THE RED HOT·PANTS MALL)

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

MONDAY,TUESDAY,WEDNESDAY,THURSDAY
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY - 12:00 PM to 2:00AM
SUNDAY 4:00PM to 12:00 AM

••

Evcrthing in this picture is available in kit form! And, you pay about
one-half that of ready-m:1de ilems. Isn't it time to gear up with the very
best quality available? Your own! Come in fora free catalogue.

UNM's yearbook. the Mirage. Is now
taking appUcaUons for this year's staff.
Photographers, artists. layout and copy
personnel, and section editors arc
n e ed<'d. No previous ex perlencc Js
required. fo~or more info call the UNM
Alumni Association a.t 277-5808 or .Jan
Holland, editor, at 242·1718 or
247-4649.

As of September 1st we will be adding this line line to the rest of our
quality lines.

fiouutaht Olbalrt

Recruiters from the UNM School of
Medicine will be in lloom 253 of the
SUn today from 1·4 p.m. Info on
prC!-h1t-'dical course rcquin•mt•nt.s.
financial assistance, curriculum.
application proccdurts and dl!adJincs
will be availabl~.
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Princess Jeanne Center
Open 9:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Come by for a visit

I ................................
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Beat the Parking Problem
Used Bike SPECTACULAR

1964 Norton 400 cc a project bike $100.00
1973 Suzuki TS50 perfect condition $325.00
1970 Honda CB 350 just overhauled $450.00

1970 Yamaha 200cc electric starter $295.00
1973 Honda SLOO a bargain $395.00
1973 Suzuki TCl25 Street or trail use $450.00
1974 Harley Davidson Z90 only 10 miles $495.00
1973 Yamaha 175cc work or play $525.00
1974 H-D Soortsteronly 100 miles $2395.00

Save on these
high fashioned
sand-swade demi boots
Reg. $21.95 Sale price $17.89

:- ..

FREE KRW Helmet with every purchase
,·
by UNM students

---------:---------·.::
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MOTORSPORT II
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RECORD -RACK<
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Sl:ap by and hav• a laak at:
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Student auditions for the UNM
Concert Choir. Wom~nts Chorus, and
Mon's Glee Club wlll be held today In
Vietnam Veterans Against the n•l14 of the Fine Arts Center (10
War/Winter Soldier Organization wants • a.m.-noon: 2:30-5:30 p.m.) Open to all
vou to do you·r bit for democracY bY students. Academic credit available.

THE NEW

HIDEOUT. ..
JUST L..\ Ke:.

-·_

participating Jn politics. You don't
have to be a vet to ioin. Call 268·1028
or come by the sun next week and
look for the booth.

J\pJ>Iications for positions of the
ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee must be in Room 242, SUB
by today.

I

GAME-~

_

Downright Augu$1, jaZ:t.·roek band,
will play on the UNM Mall this
afternoon. Everyone Js invit~d.

!
i

YouR v~v owN
PlY&H 1=blL ~OR

. ...._
_.

Enrollmcn~ deadline for sluden~
health insurance is Sept. L fi"or more
info eontac~ Student U~alth Services at
277·3136,

------------------------------~
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The Tribune also reported
yesterday that state officials who
say they lean towards state
ownership of the facility said they
plan to bring up the issue again
after the new County Commission
is elected Nov. 5.

•
Go

Poisoned Family Testifies

I Bicycles!

the issue of patient care was a
problem, ·and that the educational
process at BCMC should work
"hand and glove" with the care of
patients at the hospital.

School Desegregated

333 San Pedro

265-6431

All used bikes warrantied
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10 days only, sizes 7-13
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Real Country music

Joe Cocker (the sleepy looking
man pictured above) and Foghat
perform this Saturday, August
31st at the Civic Auditorium.
Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets are
now on sale at Gold Street,
Antonio's and at Riedling's for
$5.50. They will also be available
at the concert for $6.50.

Kottke and

Fahey OK'd
The ASUNM Popular
Entertainment Committee (PEC)
met Wednesday afternoon and
among other things, unanimously
decided to sponsor a series of 99
cent Wednesday night dances in
the SUB.
The dances, to be co·sponsored
by ex·Lobo Arts & Media Editor
Steve Part, will feature local
musicians as well as a few bands
imported from other areas.
Also discussed was a possible
crowd control problem involved
in an upcoming concert which
teams El Chicano and the
Temptations. It was agreed that
PEC attempt to book the acts
separately, with different back-up
bands for each of the two.
In other action, the committee
voted to cancel a proposed Arlo
Guthrie concert and to replace it
with a joint gig from Leo Kottke
and John Fahey.
The Chick Corea and
Renaissance concert slated for
Popejoy Hall has bell(l temporarily
postponed as the hall is not
available. As of now, no new
facilities have been £l>und.
Before adjourning, the
committee voted to reduce
student prices on the October 6th
Jackson Browne-Bonnie Raitt
show providing the promoter
accepted the arrangement. After
the meeting, the promoter agreed
to the cut.
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2620 Rhode Island Street N.E.
Albuquerque, New Medco 87110
Phone (505) 293-6161

Complete Electronic
Supplies
for the Hobbyist
Experimenter
Professional
AmplifierS

Books

""'

Capacitors
Diodes
Resistors
Transistors·
Test Equipment
Receiving Tubes
Picture Tubes
'Recording Tapes

Antenna
Batteries
Microphones
Intercoms
Rotors
Transformers
Wire
Speakers
Controls
Cables

By JOHN FELDMAN
Willie Nelson is "shooting for
the younger market." Because of
booking confusion Nelson,
originally scheduled to play in
Albuquerque on Saturday the
31st, cancelled that show. Instead,
Willie played for a semi-private
function in the Duke City's
convention center on Wednesday
the 28th.
Willie Nelson is a relaxed and
seasoned 41·year·old country
artist. After writing some classic
country songs, Nelson along with
a few other "Tele·caster
Cowboys" have concluded that
since "young people will take
over," they should be familiar
with the joys of Country Music.
I was able to ask "Shotgun"
Willie about the writing of "Hello
Walls," made popular by Faron
Young in 1961. According to
Willie, he was sitting around with
fellow writer, Hank Cochran, in
a garage when "I asked Hank if he
wanted to help me write a song
I'd gotten the idea for, and he said
'sure'.•.• The telephone rang and
Hank went to answer it. By the
time he returned, ten minutes
later, it (Hello Walls) was
written."
Knowing the history behind
"Hello Walls" made listening to it
twice as enjoyable when Willie
and his band slid into their set
later that night.
Willie was quite human and his
appearance was a contrast to that
of the huge ballroom where he
performed. He was equipped with
longish hair, cowboy hat, denim
and tennis shoes, while the room
was decked with 500 or so
c I o the d tables, streamers,
....
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balloons, chandeliers and Coke ·
instead of beer.
Willie Nelson spoke
affectionately about Bob Wills
(leader of the Texas Playboys).
Wills, who Nelson calls "the
greatest bandleader," remains in a
seemingly endless coma. When
Willie was 15, and working as a
D.J. in Texas, he an4 his
brothers·in·law brought Wills and
band to Whitney, Texas. It was a
successful show and the start of a
successful relationship.
Nelson ran through many of his
own songs in Wednesday's show
including, "Touch Me," "The
Party's Over," as well as some
more recent songs like "Shotgun
Willie" and "Bloody Mary
Morning."
Willie Nelson played lead guitar
for Johnny Bush in 1952,
produced Bush's first recording
session, played bass with Ray
Price in 1961, yet he does not feel
that strings and horns should be
exempt from Country, After a
long association with RCA records
Willie made a switch to Atlantic
two albums ago.
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we polish contact lenses
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Prescriptions filled,
Repairs,
Replacements
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Across from UNM

••
•
Pool tables-Air Hockey Fooz Ball-Pin Ball •
••
Food served exclusively from Casa
••
.-;.
••
•
~ u rapuru ••
••
•
' •
Very Fine
••
European
•
Indonesian
••
Food
••
Sandwiches
••

"The Gentle Way"

Albuquerque's Oldest School
of the Martial Arts

Judo Clubs, Inc.
4601 Lomas NE

842-6433

New Classes Begin
Tues. & Thur. 5·9pm, Sat. 1-3:30 pm

I<OOAKAN RECOGNIZED

Call or Visit
Tues. & Thur. 5-9 pm
Sat. 1·3:30 pm

Reasonable Prices

HoursDaily/llAM to lAM
Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE

lfubiUjiiiht

Relax
Y.our I.D.
Covers
FREE CHECKING

at
CITIZENS BANK.

l
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No more worries over Checking Service Fees. Just
bring a student I. D. to Citizens Bank, and receive a
FREE Checking Account Service that includes free
Bank·by-Mall· with postage paid both ways. Why
pay for something you can get Free?
This Offer Includes:
• Facility, Staff, Employees &
Non-Profit Organizations of your school.

uMfJ

New LEVI'S Jeans with sewn-in front creases,
'clean fit for the tailored look. Traditional
LEVI'S fit and quality. Available in the latest
fabrics and colors. Take home a pair today •

RED HOT
PANTS:
sE:

in the Mini Mall at1710 Central

FOR GUYS N' GALS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD•
.(JUST A FEW BLOCKS)-ON CANDELARIA. OPEN TIL 6:00

CITIZENS
BANK
DF ALBUCiiUERCiiUE

cb

3 Full Service Banks

Phone 298·8777

2500 Louisiana, NE
2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 San Pedro, NE

FDIC!
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JUDO

\

:. 2318 Central SE

20041/2 Central SE
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now playing at the 66 Drive-In,
would fit this description. Besides
cinematography on par with the
Kodak Instamatic, it features a
plot that runs something like this:
an alien inva4es earth and takes
over a SoutHern California town.
To begin its conquest of the
world, the alien turns the town's
women into bees, women who
rape men while delivering the
sting that kills.
Another movie on the same
level is Warhol's Frankenstein
which opened Wednesday at the
Lobo. As usual at a Warhol flick,
the premiere night audience was
degenerate to the core. They had
come to see the flick promoted as
one to out-do The Exorcist, the
movie that wouM parade sex and
gore in vivid 3-D. Most of them
left disappointed, complaining
loudly.
Like rum, Warhol is an acquired
taste. His films don't lack taste,
nor are they beyond it. They

simply exist as slices of Warholia . pulls apart the kind of B-movie
To enjoy one of his flicks requires excitement a Warhol version of
an identification with the .man Frankenstein would have to
and the campy style he's exploit in order to be good.
championed. In Frankenstein, the
In perhaps the funniest and
stars drag across the screen as if most sensuous scene of the movie,
they were walking into New York the Baron Frankenstein tries to
City's hottest gay bar. Joe "fuck life into the gall bladder" of
Dallesandro, in particular, handles his female creation. Rather than
.his role as the Baroness ·follow the scene with an even
Frankenstein's gigolo in a manner more outrageously trashy
more fitting of a Bronx Midnight moment, Warhol, or more
,Cowboy than of a peasant from correctly Paul Morrisey who
directed the picture ·under
Serbia's glorious past.
In addition to Dallesandro's Warhol's guidance, chose to
wild-assed antics, Frankenstein subject us to a long passage of
features Monique Van Vooren as boring dialogue.
Other scenes of ribald delight
the Baroness, Udo Kier as the
Baron, Dalila Di Lazzaro as are ruined by interspersing them
Frankenstein's female· creation with hollow shots of horizons that
and Arno Juerging in his first film literally fall llat into a pasteboard
appearance as Otto, the proverbial two-dimensionally. For instance, a
dimwit who assists the Baron in semi-finale featuring five corpses,
the "labooratory." None of these one with intestines impaled and
people convey the haunting aura jutting into the audience via 3·D,
of earlier Warhol stars Viva or is followed by the actual ending,
Holly Woodlawn, although an ending which poses
Juerging does score a few laughs
ilosophical
with his juvenilistic grimaces.
And that's where Franl1enstein
fall short. Instead of
concentrating on its moments of
purely juvenile humor, the film
resorts to art. It tries to be
something other than a 3-D circus
of sensation and in the process, it

preferred the camp and
grotesquerie without the pomp.
Warhol should have dug up the
cinematographer from the old
Abbot and Costello movies, rather ·
than using the likes of Carlo Ponti
and company. Frankenstein is
great when it's flashing severed
organs, sweaty bodies and sweet,
sweet perversion. It falls· short,
though, when it tries to explore
the heavier implications of the
Frankenstein myth.

LOBO Opticians

Jii'TI'T s Pool Room

r.l'.l' 1

"Franll:enstein"
Directed by Paul Morrisey with
guidance from Andy Warhol
Lobo Theatre
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Invasion of the B-movle

* BOWMAN
**
:s EveryBysoJONoften,
a film comes
that's so trashy it's almost
.-• along
good. Invasion of the Bee Girls,

.,1::1:::.:

Ron Cisneros

107 WASHINGTON S.E.

....

likely to be entertained by a
pedant than . Warhol and his
perverted troupe,
The only scene of deliberate
craftiness that carries is one in
which three of the movie's
characters are filmically shot
.through a tank of piranhas, but
even then, it's primarily the fact
that the prianhas have three
dimensions that gives the scene
life.
Personally, I would have
..........

Wit Specia Guests:

BAD COMPANY
JO COCKER
SANTANA
LABOR DAY WEEKEND (Rain or shine)
SUNDAY, SEPT. 1-3:00 p.m. Till?
U.T. MEMORIAL STADIUM, AUSTIN
TICKETS $8 Advance-$1 0 Gate
MAIL ORDER: Preston. Ticket Agency, P.O. Box 12,000, Dallas,
TX 75225. Cashiers chech or Money Order only. Enclose
stamped, self-addressed envelop.

,,

1 02 Points At U. Games
Gave Toppert Confidence
were presented a team trophy and
individual gold medals in a
colorful, Olympic style ceremony.
Toppert received a watch and a
certificate in recognition of ·his
outstanding play.
Known for his enthusiasm on
the basketball court, Bob was
equally ebullient in recounting
some of his and the team's
experiences off the court during
the 18·day trip.
.
By JIM POWERS
Like tile early morning swim
Bob Toppert waited two years
the
Wolfpack took at the Tel Aviv
and traveled .8000 miles to Israel .
to crack the starting lineup of the University pool following the
grueling 3 2-hour trip to Israel.
"The temn was exhausted when
Daily Lobo
we finally arrived at Tel Aviv,"
said Toppeu. "But Coach made us
go swimming at 2 a.m. to get
loose for the game that night in
Jerusalem against Australia."
Well, the Lobos walloped
UNM basketball team, but when Australia 109-80 that night but
the opportunity came he was were thoroughly manhandled by
ready.
the Aussies. Toppert scored 25 .
"It's important to get a chance points and got a black eye for his
to play as a regular," Top pert trouble; Bill Hagins injured his
said, in an effort to explain his ankle and sat out most of the
sudden, if not unexpected, game, and sophomore guard Don
emergence as the team's leading Gibb ran into a kangaroo and
scorer.
broke his nose,
I've got more confidence in my
The UNM round bailers· played
shooting now," he said. "If I took eight games on their 18-day
a bad shot last year, I was afraid tour-so you can see how little
I'd be taken out of the game. Now time they had to enjoy
I believe Coach (Norm themselves. Ever conscious of
Ellenberger) has confidence in their role as good·will
me."
.
ambassadors of the U.S., they
Toppert's performance at the naturally took time out from their
World University Games should busy schedule to salute their
have put to rest any doubts European cage opponents over a
Ellenberger may have had about few drinks. The coach forgot to
Bob's touted promise as a mention I! curfew so the players
sharpshooter.
The 6·4, 185 pound guard from
Hillsdale, Ill., scored 102 points in
five games to pace the Lobos gold
medal winning performance in
Israel. He was selected as the
WUG's most valuable player and
was named to the all-tournament
team along with Lobo forwards
Bruce .Battle and Rich Pokorski.
At the conclusion of the
tournament the Lobos, who
represented the United States

(Editor's note: This is the fourth
part in a series on the UNM
basketball team's trip to Israel and
Europe representing the United
States in the World University
Games, The first three parts were
interviews with coach Norm
Ellenberger. Jim Powers' story
deals with the most valuable player
of the University Games; Bob
Toppert)

did their best to cement relations
nightly,
The Lobos finally got a chance
to relax when they stopped off
for a barnstorming tour of the
French Riviera en route home.
The Wolfpack continued its
winning ways as they managed to
get together to defeat teams from
San Remo, Italy, and Nice,
France. But it must have been
tough to think basketball after
seeing all of that natural splendor
on the Mediterranean beaches.
Where did you say those girls
were, Coach?

Sports

Looking ahead to the upcoming team this season becasue of· the
1974-75 basketbaJI campaign-of trip."
·-····
what value was the trip?
Bob Toppert 's new found
For Bob Toppert it was a confidence in his playing abili·ty is
chance to prove himself, to get his • a boost for Ellenberger's hopes to
game together, and to build repeat as WAC champions in
confidence.
1975.
"I wasn't sure about my
"This year Coach doesn't have
capabilities before the trip," said to worry about my being relectant
Tappert. "Playing in the World to shoot when I'm open," said.
University Games helped me. I Toppert, ''because my arm's loose
think New Mexico will be a better now."

8::
~

0 professional,

Signing with the Utah Stars of
,S the American Basketball
;.. Association, Malone becomes the
:;! first player ever to go directly into
I:) the paid ranks out of high school.
8 . The undisclosed amount he
·~ signed for is believed to be
::;; between $2,500,000 and
it $3,500,000, with $120,000
Gl allocated
specifically for his
~ edu.:;ation which he is temporarily
~ passmgup.
Gl
UNM had recruited heavily in
attempting to sign the 6·11
superstar from Petersburg,
Virginia, but lost out on June 20
when Malone signed with
Maryland. He had been recruited
by over 300 college teams and
Malone finally chose between
Clemson, UNM and Maryland.
The first classes at Maryland
were two days ago and Malone
according to reports stayed in
bed.
'
In high school Malone averaged
35 points and 25 rebounds per
game in leading his team to the
state championship.

!;'
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.Lomas

Bob Toppert who averaged over
20 points a game in Israel may
become the point maker UNM
needs to replace pro-bound
Bernard Hardin.

CASH?
Earn $1 0 a week
donate twice weekly

BLOOD
PLASMA

N.E.

Soccer meeting to be held next
Tuesday at the International Center,
1808 Las Lomas N .E., at 7 p,m,
Anyone interested in Joining a team
and playing soccer, please attend.
The first meeting of the Jewish
Student Union Hillel will be held
tonight at 7:30 at the International
Center. We will have Oneg Shabbat
(Joy. of Sabbath), featuring folk
dancmg and refreshments. This will be
an opportunity to get to know eaeh
other and talk about the kinds of
things we can do this coming year.

Aug. 26 through the 31 "Early Peas" Duo
Sept. 1 Redding Bethea
Sept. 2 through the 14 "Glad Rags" Trio
David Levine
Joe Trum Richard Eager
I

_.
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·
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The Heart Education Research
Society will sponsOr a three day
conference on vitamin E and its
possible p~eventlve and curative effects
in relation to heart disease. A press
conference will be held Sept. 3 at the
indoor patio of the Four Seasons.

I
l

·
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Meyer Airs His Responsibility:
UNM's hope for a successful
pro-set offense, quanerback Steve
Meyer's job is to put it up for
grabs. The only problem. now is
will UNM have someone to grab
it? Receiver Coach Gene Huey is
working on it. The Lobos have
made their wish before breaking
the wishbone, let's hope it comes
true.

,_

The Lobo Booster Club reached
the 1,100 member mark on its
way to collecting an all time
record of $225,000 yesterday at
Remember today is the
their weekly breakfast.
intramural "fun day". It all starts
$153,485 or 68 per cent of the in the fields east of Johnson gym
goal was reported with less than
two weeks to go. The boosters
had hoped to reach the $175,000
pi a teau by yesterday but fell
short.
"We're going for $200,000 plus
for next week," said J. D. Kailer,
executive director of the Boosters.
The drive ends Sept, 10.
Kailer said he is encouraging
UNM students who want to
~upport Lobo athletics beyond
the mandatory fee to purchase the
$10 Fan Club membership.
This membership includes the
Lobo license plate, bumper
stickers, decals, and a subscription
to the newsletter which includes
nine issues.
"We'll keep track of the
number of students who purchase
this," said Kailer
Interested students should
contact the UNM Lobo Club at
the athletic complex or call
.
277·5014.

Bernard Hardin, the athlete of
the year at UNM last year has
signed with the Portland Blazers
of the National Basketball
Association.
The 6·5 Hardin led the UNM
basketball team to the Western
Athletic Conference
championship last year and was
Portland's sixth round draft
choice •

1
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DON

-

WILLIAMS

featuring
Danny Flowers on lead guitar and Pete Gorish on bass

to

Wed.-Sat., Aug. 28-31 at
Raphael's Silver Cloud Lounge

Do Your Banking

n

CommunitY Ban

"'

d Centra

-

AvenUe! SB

Also appearing:

Southwest Wind

(bluegrass)

Coming Sept. 1-4, $2.50 cover, UA Record Artists'

A M. to 3 P.M·

. Banking I-lollrs. h Thllrsday, 9 .
Monday thro~~ to 6 p.M.
. 9 A IV••
Frida!/,
•

'

20 minutes north of Albuquerque on Interstate 25.
Two shows nightly 9:00 & 11 :00 $3.00 cover.
A free Beer for the first 100 customers

l

BXlCO
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Richtnond an
.

PllT IT ALL TOGETHER
IN AIR FORCE ROTC

k'ng Center

of

A Nl<.~··•"o'""o"G''''"" ...,1_,

1.1~

You brought him back for so many encores at the Waylon
Jennings Concert, we're bringing him back again!
Blue Canyon Presents

CordiallY Invited
at the

•

Hardin

~~----------=
.. t Uptown
Convemen

the women's golf team is Monday.
Coach AI Lovato said he held the
organization meeting already but
he's allowing this last opportunity
in case someone missed it. Call
Lovato at 277·4546.

at 1:30 and no sign up is
neceuary. Events include
tug·of·war, softball, watermelon
bust, frisbee "football," hard
boiled egg roll, and uncooked egg
pass and catch.
Also an organization meeting
for the formation of a
hand b all·racquetball·squash
racquets club will be held next
Thurs., Sept, 5 at 5:15 in Johnson
Gym, Rm. 124.
All students (men and women),
faculty and staff are invited and
n'o previous experience is
necessary.

Don't Despair ...
Come to Raphaels I I I

. I ..

You Are

Ladies Golf
The deadline for signing up for

lntra1nurals

~-~.,...-•

__ ....-··

'

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

Boosters

~

·~

DONOR CENTER

SPORT
SHORTS

l

A young woman who enmll-. in Air hm.:c ROTC
j, cligihlc t~1 cnmpele t(w an Air Force \cholarship
that indudes free tuition. lab and incidental fcc<;.
and rcimbur-.ement for textbook\ for her last 2
years of college. In Hlldition. a tax-free monthly
allowance of S 100 j, paid to both schular,hip and
non--;cholar.,hip cadet\ alike.
·
When -.he geh her degree. the cw·cera' an Air Force
ollker m\ait.., her. malchinl! her ahilitie., to a joh
with rc\l.arding challenge ....~ With hcnctit-. like' 30
day< paid vacation. good pay. foreign 11\tvel. and a
_!!real phu.:c t11 huild a fu!tlrc.
. I ntere-.ted'! Con fact MajtJr Austin, Air Force ROTC.
det. 510
.
at the University of New Mexico
And rememhcr. in the Air Fnrce. V\lu'll he looked
up hi"" well a., at.
·

Warlc

.

~

~·
0

Whether you drop by in the
daytime to browse through the
library, or to relax and soak
up the easy listening live folk
music offered, 7 nights a week,
its always nostalgic & mellow
in the library.
Join your friends and study
in the library lounge.

DO YOU NEED

I
I
I

Z
;

~

5001

Old Moe

i ~~~~.,~.r~. .!\.

~

f

Library Lounge

WDndei'D

~
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...and we've done
sotttething about it!

LDbD

~
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Country Gazette
I

"Simply the Finest Bluegrass Band in the Country."
Coming Sept. 11-14, $2.50 cover, Reprise Records'

·Steve You~g

"Seven Bands Road," Standout of the Waylon Concert

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

•

842-6991
Albuquerque
130·7 Central NE

...

.

.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
.Rates : lOt per word per day with a
$t,OO· per day minimum charge, or 6¢
per word per day with a 60¢ per day
minimum charge for ads published five
or more comsecqtlve days.
Terms; Pavment must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron Hall, Room 132
or by mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

2) LOST & FOUND

3)

FOUND ON CAMPUS: Savings Account
book and other papers. Identify and
claim in rm 132, Marron Hall.
LOST: 6 mo. black male ~~~h--ep_h_e_r_d_,_N_a_m_e~.
Zappa. If founcl call 344-7997,
6/6
PLEASE, lost male Samoyecl Puppy,
named Sasha, 4% mos. old, all white,
atands knee bigh, Lost at 1617 Gold SE,
may bave been picked up near Indrapura, Please hdp find Sasha. Cody or
Rick 242-3141.
9/6
FOUND: .Stuclent. ID. Delores Rick, May
claim Rm, 132. Marron Hall.

TUTORING IN MATH, phy:;ic:>H. Graduate
with three years experience. 265-7304.
. 9/4
CLASSTCAL GUITAR INSTHUC'!'IONUNM guitar major student of Hertor
Garcia, 206-2595,
9/9

3)
1)

PERSONALS

DOUBTER: IGNORANCE of the law is
no defense. Don't discriminate. God is
Alive, half is feminine and as "crazy"
as genius Djurlc. After all, gravity is
magneti~m and children have mothers.
Siempre, Mom RC of the Sky.
8/30
WISE? DO BE. Read Sky Words by RC;
politics, anthrotheology, astrophysics,
Atlantis. $12, Suite 5; 205 Columbia SE.
8/30
DELICIOUS FOOD - Reasonably priced:
12 :00·1 :15, Mon.-Fri.; Canterbury Chapel, 425 University NE.
~~~
AGORA is a UNM crisis center staffed by
by student volunteers who can help in
personal crises and has access to information about services available to
people in the Albuquerque area. Everyone Is welcome, NW corner Mesa Vista
or call. 277-3013.
8/30
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247-9819.

·-

SERVICES

THE BELLY DANCE CENTER. We focus on the dance in its origins at Temple Dunce, You are the Temple. Life is
the Temple. Both are best developed and
celebrated by not separating aody from
Spirit or creative work from Joyous
Play. This is the original center of belly
dance in New Mexico, We continue to
offer the most experienced, intensive,
personal inatruction available. R week
fieries of classes, all levels, begi'n Sept,
24/26. Elizabeth 341i-4021 after Labor
Day,
9/6
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photes.
Lowest prices in town, fnst, pleasing.
Near UNM. Call 265-2444 or come tQ
1717 Girnrd N.E.
SHAKLEE FOOD SUPPLEMENTS: For
the finest in vitamin, minernl, nnd protein aupplements, call 265-0137 for 1111
appointment. We'll e'nll on you.
9/3
INSTRUMENT REPAIR & piano tuning,
Ten years experience, all work guaranteed, to arrange for pick-up, caiJ 243~
7252.
.
8/30

"BEST PICTURE" • "BEST DIRECTOR"
"BEST SCREENPLAY"• "BE'J u~LsinESS"

Eckankar

-NE\'ol YORK FILM CRITICS

INGMAR BERGMAN'S

the ancient science of
total awareness

aESAND

WHISPERS

99 ¢

4J

5)

SERVICES

FOU HENT
::-::-=-::-::-:-:-:-:::.- -~

WANTJoJD F'I~M/I.Ll•1 ROOMMA'l'N for 2
br house, Close to school, $87 ea1•h, 268·
1236,
9/6
SHARE..-.1 nR. House. $60 plus utilities,
Old Town , Aren. l•'ire)llnce, washer,
etc. 842·9434.
9/li
SHARE TWO BDRM apt,-female-no
partiefl nllowetl-$67.50 plus utililiP.i on
Sim Pedro Sl'~. 242-7531 or 255-1907.

.-- ·

•u;:i

Fon. SHARI~ one-bdrm of house $65,
Close to 5!_l.'E_Ilu_:;. _.Te_f!_._~!Y:4~!~0.
l!/~
SHARE THREE-UDRM hou~(· $1l5. utilities paid, female. Prinrcsll J<>ann<.'
Area, 294-8998.
9/5
FURNisu'r·1J)-imw 1-bdrm nncl Htuclios,
pool & jn('ur.r.i, ln1mdry, Patios & HBQs,
twin Ol' douhl<.' b1•<1s, 3 furnlturc• choi('cs.
VNY moe! $140 & $175 1-blod; fr·om
Girnrcl & Vail. Tho J•'or·um, 2ROO Vnil
SI~. 842·0112.
!1/11
FURNISHED
AJ>ARTMJoJN'J'S.
AAA
Apnrtmcmts. On(l, two, nne! thr(l(l rooms.
V<'TY riNw. n<'nr University nne I north
~veRt. ~~2-7814, __247-1000, 242-1871,
trn
l~URNISHED HOUSES. AAA two nntl
thr<'e b~clroomR~ Very clean. -NmJ' Uni\'crsity nncl north Wl'St, 242-7RJ4, 2471006, 242-1 R71,
tfn
'l'HJ•} CJ'l'ADEI• Al'ARTMNN'l'S --· An
apartment comJllex for tlw young ami
the young at hmrt. J!ents Htnrt. at $130.
Large swimming two!. I~ffil'it>n!'ies &
1 bclrm nvnl!nhle, furnisht'd or un~
furnisher!. Wnlking <listnnc(• to UNM.
10/4
1520 University NK 243-24!14.
UNFURNlSJilm HOUSJ~S. AAA two un•l
three bcclrooms. Very clean. Ncar Uni• - versity and north we.'!t. 242-7814, 2471006, 242-1871.
tfn
5)

FOR SALE

6)

STEREO HEAD PHONES $4.96, 6 foot
cord, &oft ear Pacts, United Freight
Salf!ll, 3920 San Mateo NE.
tfn
SKIS : Red Hot Roc 550's with LookNevada billdings, Call nights 266-6014.
BICYCLES: over 100 of the finest European bicycles in stock, $90 to $500.
WORLD CHAMPION aiCYCLES, 2122
Coal Place SE. 843-9378.
tfn
JJACKPACKERS Come inspect New
Mexico's most complete selection of
equipment at B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266-8113.

6l

E.\IPLOYMENT

OPENINGS FOR CLUB LEADERS in
Y.M.C.A. Program for children ages 912. 10-12 hrs. per week at $30,00, call
2(;5-6971 for more information.
8/30
PART-TIME counter sales. Must be able
to work some week end hours. Apply in
person, University Dairy Queen, 2300
Central SE.
8/30

EMPLOYMENT

PART-TIME JOB, graduate students
only. Afternoons & evenings. Must be
able to work Friday & Saturday nights.
Must be over 21 year& old, Apply in
person, no phone call$. please, Save WaY
Liquo~ Store, 5704 Lomaa NE anc! 1)516
Menaul NE.
.
9/13

7)

MISCELLANEOUS
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WOMEN'S RUGBY TEAM orgamzmg, ,...
Melanie, Robin, Mary, where are you?
9/6
STUDY MIME: Mime, tap, children, ~·
adults. Mime Experiment School, 842- I==
1080.
9/9 '<

8

§Jr~E~~!f:~E~;ogr:!,~R:::y~- 6 : n;:; ~
care, the Girard School, 801 Girard C
NE, 266-2994 day, 268-9984 evenings ...
9/6 ~

The UNM Rugby Club will meet ~
Monday behind Johnson Gym to fA.
g~actice, There is a game Sunday, Sept, ~
0

FOR SALE

MOniLE HOUSI~, 12 x 57, 2 lll'clrooms,
in Hcrnnlillo, bnrgnin, $3,200, 21ili·1467.

Seminar at the Quality Inn
717 Central N. W.
llam Sunday

-------- .
1890-1930'11 CLOTHING. Com<•
·~ ~·

9/H

to Stnt<•

Fuirgrormrls Flc.>n Mnrk<•t. Snturcluy nncl
S1mrlny, Vc.>ry rcaKont•hiC',
ll/BO
20ron·rA'iii.T~ TV's $a0-$60 • .w Wyoming NE, 2G5-Ii!IR7.
10/2!1
OI,D MIHAGI~S l!lli7 throUI!h 11170. $1.00
<'Mlr, room 1!12. M11 rruu Jlnll.
V1VITAJt I~NI,AUGI~It 6fi w/)(l'Jis for
31imm mlll'h misc•c•llunc~IIL~ chrrl<ruurn
e(Juipment.-nrt<'r r, I'M, !102 'l'ulntw SJ•:,
•
9~
19" GI'l'ANE w/26" wll('r]s, Simpl<•x clc•rail(lur, rent<'r JlUJlln·akrs, hrv:vc•cl f•um<•.
Steve 294-8371,
9/4
---"""
·-~~-""
19Gii OLDS SR PS l'U AC nc>w tin>!!,
brakes, trnn11. plu~ very r<>liahlc• trnm•portatlon $450 ~~~-~c4?3•
9/4
CHEAP JJOUSEPJ,AN1'S I Jo!normnu11 sc·
. lection. Saturllny & Sunclny. 1714 Coni
Pl. SE.
fl/30

for ittfdnnatioll ca/1296-3954

--'~"""'~""
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SATURDAY· AUGUqT 31
8=00PM
CIVIC AUDITORIUM

'l'YPI<;WniTI<m - Smith {~ormw, CoroneL
automatic 12, clcrtril', )lOWt•r rc.>turn,
$75. Stereo comtlon(•ntll, r<•rc>i\'(•r, $75,
speakers $100, Gnrr:rr•l ST,!Irill turn•
tablc, $125, Sony TCii:JOJJ. tn)ll'cl<•rk uncl
llr<'CSI!Ori~!l $l71i, JJiryc•Jt• -l'<.'IIA'I'flt
PXlOE, 5175. All t'!lllipm(•nt. ill Vt•ry
good rondition.
Cnll
242-lilr.rr.
!1/:l
..,_...._. _
PADDI,EBAJ.J,, ltAC:QUWI'H ltml Tmll4·
on sale this wcc:ok nt. tlw llikc• Sho)t, !!2!l
Yale SB. 842-9100.
8/30
KINGSIZB WATimmms, S27,r.f!, l'omp!etc system Sli!l,!lii, hPntc>rll $24.50.
Water Trips, 3407 Centml NJ·!, 21iR8455.
!I/2!J

---__
Newsweek says:

"Andy Warhol's 'Frankenstein' is a perversely
fascinating movie. The first original variation
on 'Frankenstein' in years. The film succeeds
intelligently on the strength of a highly
original vision. Paul Morrissey is an underground talent running to daylight."

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT~ SRO OUTLETS
GOLD STREET • ANTONIO'S • AI EDLING'S
CANDYMAN IN SANTA FE

__,_~

we are

-Paul 0. Zimmerman

Jlndy «Jarbol~
'·

On Tour
Sat. 11 pm
King Biscuit Flower Hour

II AltO

(:XJ

(alternating weeks)

····"'

AFrlrl!by

JNOW SHOWING!)
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